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Translated by Richard Silverman. Famous Russian work covers basic theory of the more important special functions and their application to specific problems of physics and engineering. Most space devoted to application of cylinder functions and spherical harmonics. Also treated: gamma function, probability integral and related functions, Airy functions, hyper-geometric functions, more.
     
   Text: English, Russian (translation)
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No Fear Finance: An Introduction to Finance and Investment for the Non-finance ProfessionalKogan Page, 2011

	Many people are too apprehensive of the perceived risk to invest and too intimidated by the complicated jargon to consider finance. No Fear Finance is an accessible guide to the essentials of finance and investment for students approaching the subject for the first time or professionals looking to gain new skills.
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Learn C++ for Game DevelopmentApress, 2014

	If you’re new to C++ but understand some basic programming, then Learn C++ for Game Development lays the foundation for the C++ language and API that you’ll need to build game apps and applications.


	Learn C++ for Game Development will show you how to:

	
		Master C++ features such as...
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Computer Vision: A Unified, Biologically-Inspired ApproachElsevier Limited, 1992
This volume provides comprehensive, self-consistent coverage of one approach to computer vision, with many direct or implied links to human vision. The book is the result of many years of research into the limits of human visual performance and the interactions between the observer and his environment. A wide-ranging approach to computer vision is...
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C++ Programming: From Problem Analysis to Program DesignCourse Technology PTR, 2012

	C++ PROGRAMMING: FROM PROBLEM ANALYSIS TO PROGRAM DESIGN, Sixth Edition remains the definitive text for a first programming language course. D.S. Malik's time-tested, student-centered methodology uses a strong focus on problem-solving and full-code examples to vividly demonstrate the how and why of applying programming concepts and...
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Effective Databases for Text & Document ManagementIRM Press, 2003
The focus of this book is effective databases for text and document management inclusive of new and enhanced techniques, methods, theories and practices. The research contained in these chapters is of particular significance to researchers and practitioners alike because of the rapid pace at which the Internet and related technologies are changing...
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Handbook of Financial Risk Management: Simulations and Case StudiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	An authoritative handbook on risk management techniques and simulations as applied to financial engineering topics, theories, and statistical methodologies


	The Handbook of Financial Risk Management: Simulations and Case Studies illustrates the practical implementation of simulation techniques in the banking and...
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